
Activities done at GDCW, 
Begumpet as part of Sidhatva 
International Foundation. 

1. Grain and water for birds. 

1-05-2022- Sunday 

The students of the college came forward to join hands together to bring little change 

in the society. With immense support and cooperation from the  Principal mam, HOD 

Mams Kanchanalatha mam, Sajida mam and Shravan sir we could make this initiative 

successful. As part of which the first activity is to keep water and grain for birds. They 

have not spent much time on it but its impact was much more than expected. It just 

took 5 mins for the students to keep grain and water for birds. It gave them immense 

pleasure and joy by seeing the birds feed.. 



2.Chalivendram 

 

06-05-2022 -Friday 

 

The second activity which was done by the students with active support and 

cooperation of Principal mam, HOD mams,other faculty members and 

Shravan sir was Chalivendram. We have got donations from HOD mams 

and faculty members for earthen pots. Then we have placed 3 earthen pots 

outside the college for passersby,visitors,students etc. This initiative helped 

us to Beat the heat and helped a lot of people to satisfy their thirst.   

 

 

 

3. A treat to MOM 
 

08-05-2022- Sunday 

 

The third and the most heart touching activity done by the students was a 

Treat to MOM. It can’t be called as an initiative because this day is really 



special for all the children and their Mothers. All the students gifted their 

moms with priceless love, affection and care and made this day the most 

memorable one. 

 

 

 4. Food distribution drive. 

25-05-2022- Wednesday  

 

The fourth activity done by  the students and HOD mam Kanchanalatha 

mam was serving breakfast to the respectable citizens who happens to be 

the patients, their respective attenders, passersby and others in need at 

Osmania Hospital, Hyderabad. The students themselves served breakfast 



with their own hands and felt the inner happiness in them. The students felt 

the need of spreading the message of love, brotherhood and humanity to 

one and all. 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Fist of rice 

 
28-05-2022- Saturday. 

 

The fifth and the most required initiative done by the students with active 

support and cooperation of Principal mam, HOD mams, faculty members 

and Shravan sir was Fist of rice. The students have given a challenge to 

various wings of college such as NCC, NSS, Social responsibility wing, 

Rotaract club and many more and successfully collected approx. 15 

kilograms of rice. The initiative began on 26th may and the Campaign of 

collecting 1 gist of rice begun. On 25th may successfully we have collected 



the rice. For the first time we have given the rice to the members of AIPIF 

and they have used rice for the preparation of breakfast. 

 

6. BOOK DISTRIBUTION PROGRAM 

 
30-07-2022- Saturday . 

 

The sixth initiative done by the students with active support and cooperation 

of Kanchanalatha madam and Shravan sir was Book distribution program. 

Firstly we reached the place and met Assistant AG Officer. We met such a 

great and inspiring personality. We have packed bags with required 

stationary ( 9 notebooks, 1 atlas, 1 geometry box, other required stationary 

items, 2 biscuit packets). We have approx 900 bags and distributed to 3 

nearby schools. We had a great experience. Then we had lunch, sessions 

and talk with students.  

 



  

 
 

 

7. RAKSHABANDHAN WITH INMATES 

OF CENTRAL JAIL AT CHERLAPALLY 

CHANCHALGUDA  

 



11-08-2022- Saturday. 

 

The seventh and the most waited initiative done by the students with active 

support and cooperation of Principal mam, HOD mams, faculty members 

and Shravan sir was celebrating the festival of Rakshabandhan with the 

inmates of Central jail at Cherlapally and Chanchalguda. 7 students have 

visited and made this special day memorable with the inmates, dignatories 

and special guests like DSP sir, DCP sir, Senior inspectors and other 

constables. We have tied rakhi to almost 200 inmates and also ties to 

special guests. At last we took some photographs and had a talk with the 

special guests and inmates. Finally we got the opportunity to sing the 

National anthem and had a good and dynamic end of the program. 

 

 

 

 



 

8. FISTFUL OF RICE EDITION 2 

 
 01-11-2022- Tuesday . 

 

 

The eighth and the most enthusiastic initiative done by the students with 

active support and cooperation of Principal mam, HOD mams, faculty 

members and Shravan sir was Fist of rice. The students have given a 

challenge to various wings of college such as NCC, NSS, Social 

responsibility wing, Rotaract club and many more and successfully collected 

approx.250 kilograms of rice. The Collection drive was done from 27th to 29th 

October. On 1st nov 2022 we have finally collected rice and donated to Matru 

Foundation at Malkajgiri.  We have not only distributed rice but also other 

grocery items. It was a wonderful experience. Then we had a small 

energizing session and had great time enriched with goodness and care. 

The enthusiasm and happiness was clearly visible in the eyes of each and 

member present with us.  

 

  

 

 



 
9. BLANKET DONATION DRIVE 

 
24-12-2022- Saturday. 

 

The ninth and the most required initiative done by the students with active 

support and cooperation of Principal mam, HOD mams, faculty members 

especially Bindu mam  and Shravan sir was Donation of blankets and 

sanitary pads. we had the collection drive from 8th to 12th December and 

then successfully distributed 25 Blankets and 30 packets of Sanitary pads to 

the ladies of Ashreya Oldage Home at Miyapur. We met many old women, 

kids and had a great and felt time worth spending with them. We were glad 

that we could help them with the things they required the most during winter 

season i.e blankets. It was a  eye-opening and wonderful opportunity for all 

of us.  

  

 



 

 
 

10. FIST FULL OF RICE WITH IPGDC 

 
27-12-2022- Tuesday. 

 

The tenth and the most awaited initiative done by the students with active 

support and cooperation of Principal mam, HOD mams, faculty members 

and Shravan sir was Fist of rice with IPGDC i.e Indira Priyadarshini Degree 

College which is situated at Nampally . inspired by the initiative taken by us 

the students of IPGDC also took up this initiative at their college. We feel 

blessed and empowered to guide them although and help them in the best 

possible way to turn this initiative into one of most successful initiative. They 

have collected approx. 70 kgs of rice after running a rice collection drive at 

their college. We have donated the rice to Kashi Annapurna Seva Trust, 

which will feed 500+ patients from Niloufer and NIMS Hospital. It was a very 

good experience for us for leading and managing a team who is outside our 

college. 



  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



FIST FULL OF RICE 
Government degree college for women Begumpet. 

 

 

 



 

 
 

The most enthusiastic initiative done by the students with active 

support and cooperation of Principal mam, HOD mams, faculty 

members 



and Shravan sir was Fist of rice. The students have given a 

challenge to various wings of college such as NCC, NSS, Social 

responsibility wing, Rotaract club and many more and successfully 

collected approx.250 kilograms of rice. The Collection drive was 

done from 27th to 29th October. On 1st nov 2022 we have finally 

collected rice and donated to Matru Foundation at Malkajgiri. We 

have not only distributed rice but also other grocery items. It was a 

wonderful experience. Then we had a small energizing session and 

had great time enriched with goodness and care. The enthusiasm 

and happiness was clearly visible in the eyes of each and member 

present with us. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



A Visit to Mata Pitarula Sevasadanam 

 
One of the unforgettable visit to old age home called Mata Pitarula 

Sevasadanam at Ibrahimpatnam this initiative was successfully 

done by Institutional Social responsibility committee, Shravan Sir 

and the team members. We have distributed fruits and served food to 

them and spend time with them they were so kind and loveable 

towards everyone. 
 



Chalivendram 2 

 
29-03-2023 

 
The coolest  Social Initiative in the Summer, this initiative was done 

successfully with the help          of Institutional social responsibility committee and 

Sathya Sai Organisation team members , this initiative satisfied thousands 

of people's thirst and helpful to many people. 
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